
Omniarch lyrics

Caligula 

He is divine now, he is insane.
Living in the sky or mountains high
Still disguised as a mortal for now 
There is business yet to be done. 
We must not step out of place in his presence 
Despite not knowing where next to step 

Questions with answers so sure 
Are now but a gamble in the choosing of words
A response of the utmost respect could be easily met with a thrust through the chest

He drinks wine from goblets of gold
Ruling an empire 
Changing the course of history 
He puts temples in his name 
Beheading statues of Gods before him

As a young boy, an entitled twit.
Praised by the thousands for the sake of his name
His father was a man of honor and respect 
While he was loved for his innocence.
Now a grown man. A glutton
A filthy whore.

Prying, open, the legs of his boodline
Laying, with his own skin.
Spitting, on the, faith of the past with a psychotic, dangerous dominance. 

Worship me, a deity 
Love me not if you dare
Sacrifice yourself for me 
Pay for my sins with your blood.

How dull this day has become. 
Allow me some excitement at the expense of your lives 

Kiss the feet of a God but it still won't save your life 
With a nod I could have your throat 
Taking the place of the sacrificial goat. 



Questions with answers so sure 
Are now but a gamble in the choosing of words
A response of the utmost respect could be easily met with a thrust through the chest
Prying, open, the legs of his boodline
Laying, with his own kin.
Spitting, on the, faith of the past with a menacing dominance. 

He drinks wine from goblets of gold
Ruling an empire 
Changing the course of history 
He puts temples in his name 
Beheading statues of Gods before him

Worship me, a deity 
Love me not if you dare
Sacrifice yourself for me 
Pay for my sins with your fucking blood.

A Voracious Awakening

I awoke.
Surrounded by forest and corpses
My mind is blank as to the reasons for this
Last night was carnage, though I don't remember a moment 
In the forever of time I wish this to fade.

Ripping and tearing 
Metamorphosis 
Where did I go?
Nothing can help me
This is automatic
Enter the wolf

New eyes take in shades of the darkness 
Alone in the bitter cold. I am home. 

I awoke
I recollect my nightly opponents
The memory of the kills are as vivid as if they were before me, captured in a portrait 
A crimson lust explodes through my veins

I've survived the transition
A curse, now a blessing with claws 



I've gained control
The world isn't ready
I'll be gone by daybreak
Where is the wolf?

The daylight enervates me 
I hear the moon on the far side of the earth calling my name. 
I hear the moon, she's calling my name.

No longer human, I am the wolf
Leave me or be ruined
Strike fear in humans, I am the wolf
I am evolution.

Blood pours from their bodies
I'm content.

Humanaut

Never did I think the dust would be so thick
Upon the ground, and a second skin
Not worth it to keep walking on
I'll just sink to the bottom of my suffering with no attempt to swim.
What's left of her is about what's left of me
The earth, the sky,  the world it bleeds
Everything is on fire
And what isn't has already burned
So foreign to me, everything that used to be.
I deserve these tears brought on by the pain that resides in the portrait of death that storms
through my open eyes

This is all alien
As am I

Cities for craters
Air for poison
My pale blue dot 
Turning red and molten

I had an astronaut's view watching it all
I had an astronaut's view to witness the fall

(solo)



No glory in my expiration 
My species destroyed the Earth
The planet we called home
Is now an eternal hearse

I could have circled above until death 
But I was drawn to the surface to take my last breaths
My suit is warning me that I have little oxygen left 
Pop the clasps, twist and lift

I'll end up being reduced to ash 
Along with everything else
Part of a hell that hadn't risen.
Instead unleashed by ourselves
A man made hell.

Wrath Of Erymanthos 

Thrown in the pen
Thrown away. 
In the filth and disease
A terrible way to spend your last day.
There will be nothing left
Not even a speck
Digested pieces of you, the only evidence. 

You did nothing wrong?
It doesn't matter
You're on all fours and they hold the power

Sounds of agony mixed with grunts of pleasure
The ripping of skin 
A feeling that lasts forever
A concoction of blood and shit
As you disappear below your hips

You did nothing wrong?
It doesn't matter
You'll be consumed within the hour

You scream, "Why, oh god why?
I don't deserve this!"
You beg for forgiveness



But you won't find your Savior.
You'll find the place you sent the victims  that you made suffer.
Ten fold, you'll suffer.

Few deserve a death like this
You are one of the few
All of the things you did will be done to you
The final stage in the life of a deranged creep
Raped and beaten
Left to be eaten.......
Alive by pigs.

Ohm Cairn

Emerge. 
From within the light of a cosmic starburst
Behold
The fabric of time and space course the veins of the executioner

Eternal lord everlasting, within the void he's all knowing. In this place he is all that he can be. 
There is but one purpose for the celestial king
Purify the heavens.

There is no pity
No guilt from annihilation
Such things are not real.
Love? Hate? Pure rage? No. Just truth. 

Ability to sense organic matter from a galaxy away
Plasma heralds scan the skies at light speed pace
Some shooting stars aren't what they seem.
Oblivious to this fatal discovery.....

Exposed, without knowing
Blind to  approaching doom
Foretold, the was no story
No origin of the executioner

Eternal lord everlasting, within the void he's all knowing. In this place he is all that he can be. 
There is but one purpose for the celestial king
Purify the heavens.

There is no pity



No guilt from annihilation
Such things are not real.
Love? Hate? Pure rage? No. Just truth. 

A silhouette in the sky with dark auras emanating
Mass hysteria begins to spread
Some stand in awe as the clouds glow red and the wind becomes a scream
Others hold their hands to him, fall to their knees.

Dark sorcerer, dimensions in hand
Welcome a god, but just for a glance
Salvation crumbles in the presence
When destruction ends and silence holds
Construct the Ohm Cairn

Monument
Consuming
Leach out
Another system soured
Passed the boundary
Tone horizon

Vain and evil
Poisoned by the sound
Tone of the black hole

Upon his throne
Shadows for companions
A day of death
The Ohm Cairn remains

Tone of the black hole
Ohm Cairn

Pathfinder 

Where are you going ? 
What is it you have done? 
What kind of things will you do under the sun?
Are you compelled by disaster? 
Or are you chasing your heart?
Each decision made 
A destiny that's changed 



We grow and mold and in our youth acquire all the tools 
Until a time, a stroke of wise, when we look to what's beyond.
Scintillating speed perhaps 
 The voice behind a song 

As we ride our lifeline 
We can see it branching out 
Moments are the vessels 
That fuel the burning spark 
We have the power inside us 
Each person has a key 
To unlock all potential 
Show the world 

We're all faced with initial circumstances 
In our early lives. Days we can't control 
These individual moments
Embedded in the structure of how we continue on in our lives, individually 

We grow and mold and in our youth acquire all the tools 
You are here, hear this song.
Raise your fist and sing along
Feel the passion in your heart and do what sets you free

As we ride our lifeline 
We can see it branching out 
Moments are the vessels 
That fuel the burning spark 
We have the power inside us 
Each person has a key 
To unlock all potential 
Show the world.

Ursa Major

A serpent rode in with a maiden’s veil
Cloaked in betrayal
A clever seduction
Inhale, exhale
Spit

My blood, my pride



Take my vial and listen to me
An eternal curse awaits
One drop in the red red red of

My blood, my blood, my pride
Take my vial and listen to me
An eternal curse awaits
One drop sets you free

A long forgotten name in a rotten game
Turn beast, pursuit 
The hunt was on
Inhale, exhale
Spit in the red red red of

My blood, my blood, my pride
Take my vial and listen to me
An eternal curse awaits you
One drop sets you free

Hera has come for us
Burning it all
Her lass lay in the moss
With bile in her veins
And flesh on my claws
Harpie stuck me full of arrows
Punctured lung
Hera
Bloodlust reigns

Hera
Burning it all
Her lass lay in the moss
With bile in her veins
And flesh on my claws
Harpie stuck me full of arrows
I'm bleeding out
Hera
Bloodlust reigns

The time has come
For you my child
Now seal your fate
She has arrived



Will you be ageless, timeless
Infinite light 
Or let the curse proclaim you mortally ursine

Inhale, exhale

I am the Chosen One
A sip of red, but first a toast
To Nyctimus
To Zeus
And last, my gracious host
To bear a child is to bear a fated ghost
- Red - raised
- Retch - choke

This is not your home
Yet you ripped it from my hands
And now you left me crawling alone
Blood and bone
Foe, choke on the poison
Bane of the wolf
You can let Lycaon know
I’ll see you below
Coin on my tongue
Watched down upon by
Seven golden sons
Coin on my tongue


